INAUGURATION OF THE INCUBATION CENTRE – EDC OF VIPS

The 1st September 2016 marked the auspicious day of the launch of the incubation Centre at VIPS (EDC-VIPS), another turning point towards generating knowledge, nurturing the bright minds with their potential to innovate and come up with useful ideas that could be given the support to make it visible and big in times to come.

SESSION 1: INTERACTION OF SHRI R.K PANIGRAHI (DIRECTOR MSME DI) WITH MANAGEMENT AND DEANS ON “Relevance of Incubation in Higher Education”
SESSION II: LAMP LIGHTING AND FELICITATION WITH CHIEF GUEST SHRI R.K PANIGRAHI (DIRECTOR MSME DI) AND GUEST OF HONOUR DR. NITIN MALIK (JOINT REGISTRAR GGSIPU)
Welcome Note & Event brief by Ms. Archita Nandi

Shri R.K Panigrahiji and Dr. Nitin Malik addressed the gathering and spoke on the importance of entrepreneurship in the economy as a whole and the role academic institutions could play in nurturing this
while making the government initiatives of MAKE IN INDIA and START UP INDIA come true at their level. Showering the importance and being VIPS a leader in initiating the Incubation Centre, Shri Panigrahi ji congratulated the management and the faculty of VIPS and assured of all extendable help from MSME towards the development of this Incubation Centre and also initiating number of workshops and programmes at VIPS along with the Govt of India. Dr Nitin Malik speaking on the role of Incubation centre in Academic Institutions and Universities, described beautifully the concept of an Incubator, being an apparatus with controlled and protective environment to nurture ideas and in turn turning to reality. Dr Malik requested the management of VIPS to not restrict this incubation centre only to the students and faculty of the Institute but to make its door open and access for all.
The detailed report on Entrepreneurship development program organized by VIPS in collaboration with MSME held from 2 July 2016 – 2 August 2016 which saw the participation of potential entrepreneurs as well as current practicing entrepreneurs was presented to the audience by Dr. Menakshi Gandhi
Dr. Rattan Sharma, Principal Director of VIPS addressed the students and others present to rise up to the occasion to be able to take risks to lead to the idea of an enterprise making their own future and also the future of this nation bright. He presented to the audience various instances of entrepreneurial competencies of individuals who started small and have made it big both from India and across the world.

Dr. S.C. Vats blessed the occasion with his kind words to mention the philosophy with which VIPS was founded, “Man Making, Character Building, Nation Building” and he stressed upon the fact that as always he shall provide the best support and infrastructure that could be to enable the foundation with which this incubation center has been launched.
SESSION III: INAUGURATION OF INCUBATION CENTRE EDC-VIPS

The incubation centre was launched by the garland cutting ceremony by Shri R.K. Panigrahi ji in the presence of Dr. S.C. Vats, Dr. Nitin Malik and others in the Block A of VIPS.